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While you’re playing video games against other online 
players, someone asks to video chat with you. The 
player sends a message through chat and tells you 
that he or she is your age, lives in Ohio and wants to 
video chat for fun.   
 
• How do you decide who to play against online? 
• Would you accept the text chat request? Why? 
• Would you accept the video chat request? Why? 
• Why would a gamer want to video chat with another 

gamer if  he or she doesn’t know them offline? 
• Should you trust this fellow gamer, and believe he or 

she is your age and from Ohio? 
 

Gaming Chat 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you decide who to play against online?Family, classmates or neighborhood friends who play the same games. Encourage a discussion of stranger safety when online.Would you accept the text chat request? Why?No, the person sending the request is a stranger. I cannot trust strangers or talk to strangers without a trusted adult’s permission and presence.Would you accept the video chat request? Why?No, the person sending the request is a stranger. I cannot trust strangers or talk to strangers without a trusted adult’s permission and presence.Remind students that video chatting is extremely personal since the other person involved can see and hear you, identify what you look like, possibly identify where you are, hear your voice, know if you are a boy or girl and probably guess how old you are.Why would a gamer want to video chat with another gamer if they don’t know them offline?For fun, to get to know each other better, to learn personal information, to be intrusive/invasive, to try to build a friendship.Should you trust this fellow gamer, and believe they are your age and from Ohio?Since I don’t know the person on the other end, I cannot be sure the person is honest or know what their reason for chatting may be. Although we do not want to make students believe that all strangers online are harmful and/or lying, it is better to be safe than sorry.



Peer Pressure 

Over the weekend, a friend asks if  you want to make your 
own Instagram account. Your friend has one and shows you 
profiles of  other classmates who are also on Instagram. 
Your parents/guardians have already told you that you need 
to wait until you are 13 to sign up for a social networking 
site. 
  
• Would you create an account? Why or why not? 
• How would you handle your friend’s suggestion? Would a 

good friend want you to break your parents’ rules?   
• What would you do if  you said “No” and your friend 

continued pressuring you? 
• Would you tell your parents/guardians about the 

situation? Why or why not? Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would you create an account? Why or why not?No, because I want to follow my parents’ rules and know they have rules to protect me and keep me safe. It is also against Instagram’s rules to sign up before I am 13.  How would you handle your friend’s suggestion?  Would a good friend want you to break your parents’ rules?I would tell my friend that I can’t because of my parents’ and Instagram’s rules. A good friend would listen to me and respect my choice, even if it is different from their own. (This may be an opportunity to discuss the fact that households often have differing rules and expectations, as well as differing levels of supervision.)What would you do if you said “No” and your friend continued pressuring you?I could remind my friend again that I said “No” and if they still don’t listen, I could call my parents or report the issue to their parents for guidance. (Encourage practical, effective and specific responses to prepare them for scenarios such as these in the future.)Would you tell your parents/guardians about the situation? Why or why not?Yes, we have an open line of communication; I felt uncomfortable and worried; I don’t want them to find out later and then get in trouble; I’m nervous to hang out with this friend again because he/she pressured me; this friend is doing something he/she is not supposed to be doing.  Remind students that it isn’t tattling when they report that a friend was asking them to do something they know they are not supposed to. Some may say “no” because they were able to handle the situation without a problem, especially if the friend did listen the first time they said no. Still encourage reporting, because the friend is involved in an online activity for which he/she is too young. (This is a great time to discuss trusted adults and reporting vs. tattling.) 



Anonymous? 

An “anonymous” mean page has been created for a fellow 
classmate on Instagram.  The page consists of  mean 
comments and threats.   
 
• What would you do if  you received an invite to follow the page?  
• What can the targeted student do about the page? 
• How can pages such as this impact the school environment?  
• What are the consequences, if  any, to creating, joining and/or 

posting to a site like this?  
• How can you help the targeted student? 
• What is the difference between reporting and snitching?  
• What are examples (without using names) of  similar  
     situations in your school? 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would you do if you received an invite to follow the page? Decline. Report to a trusted adult or directly to the site/app. Tell the classmate for whom the page was created. Screenshot the page/invite to keep as evidence. Tell friends not to follow or post.What can the targeted student do about the page?Don’t respond or join the page. Block users involved. Report to a trusted adult or directly to the site/app. Screenshot the page/invite to keep as evidence. Tell friends not to follow or post. Ensure his/her personal page is private to avoid unwanted contact. Don’t respond to negativity. How can pages such as this impact the school environment? Distract from academics. Create an unsafe environment. Create a divide amongst students. What are the consequences, if any, to creating, joining and/or posting to a site like this? Home, school and potential legal consequences (depending on severity of harassment/threats). Depending on severity of harassment/threats, could be considered cyberstalking with a potential legal consequence. While juvenile courts differ from adult courts, it could still mean the child needs a lawyer, attends court multiple times and gets a sentence or attends a diversion program. Reputation for engaging in hurtful behavior. Loss of friends. Loss of privileges on the site in which the page was made (see Terms of Service for individual sites regarding their expectations). How can you help the targeted student?Be a friend and be encouraging and positive. Report to a trusted adult if the targeted student has not already done so. What is the difference between reporting and snitching? Reporting: When you report to a trusted adult, you are sharing information with that trusted adult to get advice or help with a problem that you are unable to solve yourself. Typically, these are instances in which someone (you or a peer) is being hurt either physically or emotionally. Your intention is not to get someone in trouble, but rather to help yourself or a peer.Snitching/tattling: When you snitch or tattle, you are sharing information with an adult in the hope that the person you are telling on will get in trouble and face a consequence. Typically, these are instances in which you could have solved the problem on your own.What are examples (without using names) of similar situations in your school?



Teasing vs. Bullying 

Sometimes it’s hard to tell when teasing has 
crossed the line into bullying behavior. There are 
differences that are important to know.  
  
• Discuss and define teasing and bullying.  
• Provide examples of  teasing and bullying (without 

using real names). 
• How can those involved in the situations seek to 

resolve their issues?  
• How should peers respond to the situations you 

described above? 
• How can adults provide assistance? 

 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 6 can be used in conjunction with “Teasing or Bullying?” in an effort to assist in defining these terms.Discuss and define teasing and bullying. Teasing: Can be broken down into good, unintentional or bad teasing. Good teasing typically occurs between friends and/or family with the intention being humor with both sides understanding the motive and therefore neither side is being harmed. Unintentional teasing occurs when one individual or group believes they are good teasing, but the recipient does not. Often this occurs when the two parties involved do not have a close friendship and therefore do not understand each other’s humor. Bad teasing can be the start of bullying behavior and often has an intention of putting another down. May include minor physically hurtful behavior as well, such as elbowing or trying to trip. (Cyber)bullying: See your school’s policy to ensure students understand the definition. May include intention to harm, repeated and severe behavior, control or power exerted over an individual appearing weaker than the bully.Provide examples of teasing and bullying (without using real names).Possible examples include:Good teasing: Inside joke with friends, silly nicknames with family.Unintentional teasing: Calling someone “shorty” and they do not like it, yelling “swing batter batter” when a peer is up to bat and keeps missing.Bad teasing: Could include the same from unintentional but with the motive to be hurtful; physically aggressive behavior may enter here as well.How can those involved in the situations seek to resolve their issues? The target and/or bystanders could tell the offender to stop, walk away and seek an adult. Ask for an adult to mediate and/or intervene. Emphasize the importance of letting the offender know that their behavior is unwanted and unacceptable by all involved, not just the target. If your school offers peer mediation, discuss this option, including what it is and its benefits.How should peers respond to the situations you described above?Stop, don’t engage, remove yourself from the situation whether online or in person, screen shot the behavior if on technology, ultimately find an adult for assistance or at least to alert them to the alleged behavior.How can adults provide assistance?Offer practical solutions, assist in future problem solving, offer safety, help students understand they do not have to deal with these incidents alone, help to create a positive and safe classroom/school climate, set norms of expected and unacceptable behavior.



Teasing or Bullying? 

Good Teasing 

Unintentional Teasing 

Bad Teasing/Intro to Bullying 

Bullying/Cyberbullying 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be used with Slide 5, Teasing vs. BullyingYou can use this slide to help students understand the difference between teasing and bullying, as well as how teasing can progress into bullying.



Drama or Bullying? 

Online drama versus cyberbullying. Often these two 
terms are interchanged; however, they refer to two 
different types of  events.  

 
• Define online drama and cyberbullying.  
• Provide an example of  online drama versus 

cyberbullying (without using real names). 
• How can those involved in the situations seek to resolve 

their issues?  
• How should peers respond to the situations you 

described above? 
• How can adults provide assistance? 

 
Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Define online drama and cyberbullying.Drama: Situations that often have easy solutions or would typically not cause problems, but are made problems by another individual or group. May include gossip, rumors, fake accounts, embarrassing pictures, claims of a relationship that doesn’t exist.Cyberbullying: See your school’s policy to ensure students understand the definition. May include intention to harm, repeated and severe behavior, control or power exerted over an individual appearing weaker than the bully.Provide an example of online drama versus cyberbullying (without using real names).How can those involved in the situations seek to resolve their issues?Gain support and guidance from a trusted adult. If both parties agree, attempt peer mediation and talk it out. Ensure social networking profiles are private to avoid unwanted contact. Don’t respond to negativity and block users causing negative experiences. Report to the site/app if needed. Interact only offline to avoid misunderstandings.How should peers respond to the situations you described above?Tell friends not to join in. Don’t respond to negativity and block users causing negative experiences. Report to the site/app if needed. Report to trusted adults if others have not already done so.How can adults provide assistance?Assist in providing reasonable solutions. Make changes within the school day if needed. Create a safe space for those involved to talk it out. Provide guidance regarding online changes, including blocking, reporting, spending time off technology.



Friendship 
Your best friend (Friend A) starts texting you mean and 
hurtful things about one of  your other friends (Friend B). 
Thinking you are being helpful, you tell Friend B. Friend B 
texts you back saying, “I’ll get them back tomorrow at 
school. They better watch out!” 
  
• How would you respond to Friend B’s alleged threat? 
• How else could you have responded to Friend A’s 

comments without telling Friend B?  
• How could a trusted adult help in this situation? 
• How will you handle being friends with both A & B, 

knowing what has been texted? 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How would you respond to Friend B’s alleged threat?I would ask them what they mean by “get them back” and “they better watch out.” I would try to help calm them down and make them feel better. I would tell my parents what Friend B was saying so that an adult knows what is going on.How else could you have responded to Friend A’s comments without telling Friend B? It ended up not being a good idea to tell Friend B, because it made things worse instead of better. I could have just told Friend A to stop and told them what they were saying was mean and hurtful. I could have immediately told an adult rather than waiting until Friend B was involved and upset. If they didn’t stop, I could have blocked their phone number and asked my parents to help me.How could a trusted adult help in this situation?Trusted adults can intervene prior to a threat being carried out. They can help ensure that all students are safe, as well as help keep me (the receiver of the initial text) from being stuck in the middle of my friends. Trusted adults are also thinking more critically about the whole situation and future issues that I may not be thinking about.How will you handle being friends with both A & B, knowing what has been texted?I still want to be friends with both A and B, but I may need to hang out with them separately to ensure that both are comfortable and safe. I could talk to each one about making up and apologizing, but I understand if they do not want to be friends any more. It makes me uncomfortable knowing how they talked about each other behind one another’s back, and I wonder if they do the same thing to me without me knowing. I may need to take a break from being their friend for a while until I am comfortable.



A New Friend 
Matt has been communicating with Kate, whom he met 
while playing online games.  As time passes, he becomes 
trusting of  her and upon request, gives her his phone 
number.  They started by talking once a day, but now she 
calls him multiple times a day. If  he doesn’t answer the 
phone, she texts him with questions (ut? / ignoring me / 
hello????).  He decides to ignore her calls and texts, but 
Kate continues to try to contact him.   
 
• How did Kate gain Matt’s trust?  
• Do you think Kate is a girl Matt’s age? Why or why not?  
• How should Matt handle the situation?  
• Did Matt make any mistakes? If  so, what are they and 

why are they mistakes? 

 
Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did Kate gain Matt’s trust? They have similar interests and talk often.Do you think Kate is a girl Matt’s age? Why or why not? Yes, she probably really likes Matt since they’ve been talking for a while and both really enjoy gaming. No, Kate seems very controlling and annoying, and it is even kind of scary that she is texting him so much.How should Matt handle the situation? He should tell a trusted adult. He could block her phone number or tell her to stop texting and calling.Did Matt make any mistakes? If so, what are they and why are they mistakes?Yes. Matt started by talking online and making friends with someone he didn’t know offline first. He also gave the stranger his phone number, which is very personal information. Instead of telling Kate to stop texting and calling so much, he just stopped responding all together, which may make Kate more upset.



Too Much Texting 
You receive a group text from a friend with an embarrassing 
picture of  a classmate. Over the course of  the day, many 
texts are sent back and forth amongst the group making fun 
of  the student in the picture. You are in many classes with 
the student in the picture, and therefore have daily 
interactions with him or her. 

 
• What would you do if  you received an embarrassing picture of  

another student? 
• What could you do if  you became part of  this type of  group 

situation?  
• How could you remove yourself  from the group text? 
• How could this situation impact the school day? 
• What are the consequences the targeted student may face? 

 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would you do if you received an embarrassing picture of another student?Delete the photo, tell the student in the photo that the image is being sent, tell those sending it along to stop, report to a trusted adult.What could you do if you became part of this type of group situation? Tell those sending it along to stop, report to a trusted adult, remove yourself from the group text.How could you remove yourself from the group text?Different operating systems/phones have different settings and allowances for group texts. If students do not know how to get out of a group text, this could be a great research project or homework assignment.Example: If all users on the group text have iPhones, each individual can choose to “leave the conversation.” This is not an option if there are android users on the text.How could this situation impact the school day?The student in the image may feel unsafe, embarrassed and hurt. The students involved may continue to pass the picture around the school. Staff may have to intervene, taking away from student learning and classroom time.What are the consequences the targeted student may face?Embarrassment, loss of relationships, sadness, discomfort in the school setting, lack of desire to participate in school or school-centered activities (sports, clubs, field trips). 



YouTube! 
While watching YouTube videos, you come across a funny 
video. Unfortunately, it contains inappropriate and hurtful 
language.  

 
• Do you ask permission before watching YouTube videos? 
• Are all YouTube videos appropriate for kids? 
• How can you avoid inappropriate videos while using 

YouTube? 
• Should you report this type of  incident to your 

parents/guardians? Why or why not? 
 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you ask permission before watching YouTube videos?Yes, I make sure my trusted adults know what I am doing when I am on my technology. Are all YouTube videos appropriate for kids?No, there are many videos that are not appropriate for kids.How can you avoid inappropriate videos while using YouTube?I can make sure the filter is turned on; have my trusted adults help me search for appropriate videos; be careful concerning what words I use to search for videos. I don’t watch videos that have inappropriate language in the title or say “explicit.”Should you report this type of incident to your parents/guardians? Why or why not?Yes, because they can help me make sure that next time I only see videos that are appropriate for me. I also want them to know they can trust me, so I try to always be honest. They also may not know that there are some videos on YouTube that are not good for kids to see.



Profile Privacy 

Jada and Michael are playing together on a website on 
which they get to take care of  a pet. They used Jada’s 
username and password to sign in. A few days later, 
Jada goes back to the site to care for her pet. She 
discovers that her pet’s room is a mess and some 
things are missing.  
 
• What do you think happened? 
• How should Jada handle the situation above? 
• Who should be the only people to know your 

password(s)? 
• How do you protect your passwords? 
• What other personal information should be  
     kept private? 

 

Notes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you think happened?Michael must have seen Jada’s password and remembered it. He then used that information to sign in to Jada’s account and messed it up. How should Jada handle the situation above?Change her password and report to a trusted adult to help problem solve about how to talk to Michael about his hurtful actions. Next time she is typing a password when a friend or peer is around, she should ask them to turn/look away.Who should be the only people to know your password(s)?Myself, parents/guardians and teachers for school accounts.How do you protect your passwords?Make them difficult to figure out, don’t share them with anyone besides parents/guardians, cover keyboard as typing or ask those around to look away, sign out of accounts when finished on any device.What other personal information should be kept private?Full name, address/town, school name, birthdate/age, pictures/what I look like, phone number, other accounts I have, other usernames.
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